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Abstract: The flavour anomalies are a set of experimental deviations from the Standard Model (SM)
predictions in several observables involving decays of bottom quarks. In particular, tensions between
theory and experiment in measurements involving a bottom quark decaying into a strange quark and
a pair of muons have motivated much theoretical work to explore possible new physics explanations.
This review summarises the tumultuous evolution of these tensions, focusing on the most recent
experimental results and their implications for physics beyond the SM. We also discuss the prospects
for future measurements and tests of the flavour anomalies at the LHC and other facilities.
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1. Introduction

Hadrons are bound states of quarks, such as protons and neutrons, which can be
described as bound states of up (u) and down (d) quarks. The proton is a uud bound state,
and the neutron is a udd bound state. A neutron can decay into a proton through the decay
d → uW, where W is a virtual W boson, one of the mediators of the weak interaction.

Bottom, or B, hadrons that contain a bottom (b) quark existed very early on in the
Universe and can be produced at particle colliders. Similar to the decay of a neutron into
a proton, a B hadron will primarily decay into a D hadron containing a charm (c) quark
through the process b → cW. In contrast, the b quark cannot decay directly into an s
quark through the process b → sZ or b → sγ, where Z and γ denote electrically neutral
mediators of the weak and electromagnetic interactions. Such transitions constitute an
electrically neutral change in quark flavour, namely of a b quark into an s quark, known
as a Flavour-Changing Neutral Current. Such FCNCs are forbidden at the tree level in
the SM of particle physics owing to an accidental symmetry of the SM but can occur at
the one-loop level. As such, b → s transitions are expected to occur at a far lower rate
compared to b → c transitions.

The study of FCNC quark transitions has shaped the concepts and underlying sym-
metries that underpin the SM. Key examples include the inference of the existence of
the c quark through the study of K0 → µ+µ− decays [1]; the realisation of the large top-
quark mass by measuring B0 ↔ B̄0 oscillations [2]; and the exclusion of a multitude of
theoretically favoured extension to the SM using B0

s → µ+µ− transitions [3–5].
The past decade has seen a rise in interest in FCNC processes involving the quark-level

decay b → sℓ+ℓ−, where ℓ denotes an electron or muon lepton. For instance the decays
B+ → K+ℓ+ℓ−, B0 → K∗0ℓ+ℓ−, Bs → ϕℓ+ℓ− all involve the same b → sℓ+ℓ− transition
and are collectively called electroweak penguin decays. An example of an SM contribution
to the B0 → K∗0ℓ+ℓ− decay is shown in Figure 1. Electroweak penguin decays are excellent
probes for new fundamental particles or interactions. For instance, a new gauge boson
or a leptoquark could mediate the B0 → K∗0ℓ+ℓ− without the FCNC suppression that
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exists for SM-mediated transitions [6–10], also shown in Figure 1. As such, the effects of
any new physics could manifest in relatively large deviations in the properties of such
decays compared to predictions of the SM, and such deviations could be observable with
precision measurements.
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Figure 1. Example SM Feynman diagram of the decay B0 → K∗0µ+µ− (left), and a potential new
physics contribution including a leptoquark (right).

Only approximately one in a million B hadrons will undergo an electroweak penguin
decay, therefore precision measurements of such processes can only be performed using
extremely large samples of B hadrons. The B-factory experiments of BaBar and Belle
pioneered the analyses of electroweak penguin decays in the B sector, but it was the LHC
experiments of LHCb, and to a lesser extent, CMS and ATLAS, that offered a step change
in precision by exploiting the immense samples of B hadrons produced at the LHC.

Since 2013, a coherent set of discrepancies from SM predictions have emerged in
measurements involving b → sℓ+ℓ− transitions. In particular, measurements of both
branching fractions and angular distributions of b → sµ+µ− decays show consistent
deviations from SM predictions across a range of final states. Measurements of the ratios of
branching fractions between b → sµ+µ− and b → se+e− final states have also generated
a lot of interest, as these observables are very precisely predicted and therefore have the
potential to display clear signs of physics beyond the SM. This review cover measurements
of all these b → sℓ+ℓ− observables, including their various experimental challenges.

2. Theoretical Formalism

Under the assumption that particles beyond the SM have a mass larger than that of
the known fundamental particles, one can employ an Effective Field Theory approach to
compute the observables of b → sℓ+ℓ− processes. Such an approach allows one to predict
the effects of the SM or of new particles without adhering to a particular model, i.e., in a
model-independent way. Using this approach, the effective Hamiltonian of a b → sℓ+ℓ−

process can be written as

Heff =
−4GF√

2
V∗

tsVtb ∑
i=7,9,10,S,P

(CiOi + C ′
iO

′
i), (1)

where the operators Oi encode the low-energy behaviour of the b → sℓ+ℓ− process, and
the Wilson coefficients Ci denote the complex-valued coupling strength of the particular
operator. The factor GF is the Fermi constant, and Vts and Vtb are Cabbibo–Kobayashi–
Maskawa (CKM) matrix elements. The various operators contributing to Heff modify the
angular momentum, parity, and charge-parity properties of the decay. The electromagnetic
dipole operator is O7, the dilepton vector and axial-vector operators are denoted by O9
and O10, respectively, and the (pseudo)scalar operators are denoted by OP,S. The Quantum
Chromodynamics (QCD) operators O1−6,8 mix through renormalisation with operators
O7,9 giving rise to observables that are sensitive to effective operators Oeff

7,9. The primed
operators denote the contributions involving right-handed chirality quarks. As weak
interactions only involve left-handed chirality particles and anti-particles, C ′

9 = C ′
10 = 0

in the SM and C ′
7 is suppressed by the ratio of quark masses ms/mb compared to C7. Any

contribution from new physics at higher energy scales than the SM, will manifest itself
in values of Wilson coefficients that are different from their SM predictions. As such,
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measurements of the properties of b → sℓ+ℓ− decays are sensitive to any new physics
model that introduces operators appearing in Heff. The size of the Wilson coefficient
depends on both the coupling strength of the new particle to the particles of the SM, as
well as the mass of the new physics particle.

Therefore, measurements of b → sℓ+ℓ− transitions cannot pinpoint the mass of new
physics particles. However, the energy-scale reach only depends on the precision of
the measurement and of the SM prediction of the b → sℓ+ℓ− process. Therefore, as a
consequence of Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle, measurements of b → sℓ+ℓ− decays
are sensitive to new particles with masses far larger than what can be reached by searching
for new particles directly produced at the LHC.

Quarks cannot be observed in isolation but rather as constituents of hadronic bound
states. This means that the study of b → sℓ+ℓ− processes involves the transition of a bottom
hadron (e.g., B0,±, B0

s , Λ0
b) into a hadron containing a strange quark (e.g., K0,±, K∗(±,0),

ϕ, Λ). As such, observables associated with b → sℓ+ℓ− decays are not just influenced
by the presence of high-energy particles but also by low-energy strong interactions that
determine the behaviour of hadronic bound states. The collection of these low-energy

QCD effects is encapsulated in the operators O(′)
7,9,10 and are described through form factors

that depend on the squared invariant-mass of the dilepton system, q2. These form factors
cannot be computed using perturbative techniques. Instead, methods such as Lattice QCD,
which is most precise at high q2, and Light-Cone Sum Rules, which are most precise at
low q2, are employed to compute the form factors involved in b → sℓ+ℓ− transitions. The
uncertainties associated with the computation of these form factors directly impact the
sensitivity of measurements extracting the Wilson coefficients and thus of new physics
effects. The impact of such uncertainties can be reduced by measuring observables in
different regions of q2; assessing the presence of new physics through measurements of
the entire set of observables that describe a particular decay, including their correlations;
or constructing observables that are less sensitive or completely insensitive to form-factor
uncertainties such as the P′

i [11] and RK [12] observables discussed in later sections.
Decays involving a b → sℓ+ℓ− transition receive contributions from b → cc̄s ampli-

tudes, where the cc̄ is an intermediate state that decays to a pair of leptons via the electro-
magnetic interaction cc̄ → ℓ+ℓ−. As the initial and final states between these two processes
are the same, their quantum mechanical amplitudes will interfere. Theory predictions
account for these b → cc̄s → ℓ+ℓ−s amplitudes as form-factors that introduce q2-dependent
shifts to the Wilson coefficients C9 and/or C7. An example of a b → cc̄s → ℓ+ℓ−s transition
is the decay B+ → K+ J/ψ where the J/ψ is a cc̄ bound state that can decay to a dilepton
pair. The B+ → K+ J/ψ → K+ℓ+ℓ− branching fraction is 100 times larger than that of
the B+ → K+ℓ+ℓ− decay. Although the B+ → K+ J/ψ → K+ℓ+ℓ− process is mostly
localised around the narrow dilepton mass distribution of the J/ψ hadron, i.e., around
3 GeV, the b → cc̄(→ ℓ+ℓ−)s amplitude is so much larger than that of the b → sℓ+ℓ−

transition that its effect can be significant even for offshell J/ψ hadrons [13]. Given the
multitude of cc̄ hadrons that can decay to a dilepton pair, the correct determination of
the b → cc̄s → ℓ+ℓ−s amplitudes and their associated uncertainty is paramount in order
to use b → sℓ+ℓ− measurements as probes for effects beyond the SM. Over the past five
years, there has been significant development of the theory’s techniques to compute these
non-local hadronic contributions that rely on Lattice QCD, LCSR computations, and data.

3. Experimental Aspects

Current studies of B hadrons rely on production from proton collisions at the LHC
or electron–positron collisions at the SuperKEKB collider. The former is the source of
B hadrons for the LHCb [14], CMS [15], and ATLAS [16] experiments, and the latter is
the source of B mesons for the Belle II experiment [17]. A key characteristic of ground-
state B hadrons, such as B0,±, B0

s , and Λ0
b is their relatively long lifetime of O(10−12 s).

This is because ground-state B hadrons can only decay via the weak interaction which
predominantly involves the quark-mixing matrix elements (CKM matrix) Vcb and Vub,
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which are small in magnitude. Collider experiments exploit this long lifetime, coupled with
the effect of the Lorentz boost in the detector frame, to identify B hadron decays through
the displacement of their decay-vertex from other vertices in the collision: B hadrons
are produced at the LHC with an average momentum of 100 GeV/c resulting in the
displacement of the B decay vertex being of the order of centimetres.

All experiments that study b → sℓ+ℓ− processes employ machine learning approaches
to suppress combinatorial backgrounds, that is, backgrounds formed by the combination
of particles from the same or different B hadron decays in the same event. At the LHC,
the B hadrons originating from the same event have well-separated decay products owing
to the large flight distances in the lab frame. This results in better discrimination of
combinatorial backgrounds, compared to B factory experiments where the lower Lorentz
boost of the B hadrons results in a large spatial overlap of decay products.

The study of a particular b → sℓ+ℓ− process requires the ability to distinguish between
that signal process and other decays that could form a dangerous background with similar
kinematic distributions to the signal but with different types of particles in the final state.
For instance, in the LHC experiments, the study of the process B0 → K+π−µ+µ− could
be contaminated by a multitude of other b → sℓ+ℓ− or fully hadronic transitions, such
as the decays Bs → K+K−µ+µ−, Λb → pK+µ+µ−, and B0 → K+π−π+π−. Therefore,
distinguishing between muons, pions, protons, and kaons is crucial to reducing such cross-
feed (or peaking) backgrounds. This is achieved in the LHCb and Belle II experiments using
dedicated particle-identification detectors sensitive to the speed of particles. In the LHCb
experiment, particle identification information results in kaons being correctly identified
with 95% efficiency for a 5% pion-to-kaon misidentification probability, muons with 97%
efficiency for a 1–3% pion-to-muon misidentification probability, and electrons with 90%
efficiency for a 5% electron-to-hadron misidentification probability.

The production cross-section of B hadrons at the LHC is a factor of 105 larger than
that of B factory experiments, such as Belle II. However, the more challenging hadronic
environment of the LHC means B hadron candidates are selected with significantly lower
efficiency than at B factories. What is more, at the LHC the full set of B hadrons can be
studied, whereas B factories primarily produce B0 and B+ mesons.

The presence of muons in b → sµ+µ− decays allows for the efficient selection of signal
events with low muon momentum threshold requirements while suppressing the LHC’s
large hadronic background rate. This means that experiments like LHCb have a higher
sensitivity to b → sµ+µ− processes than B factory experiments. For b → se+e− processes,
the electrons deposit energy in the detector’s electromagnetic calorimeters. This means
that LHC experiments must employ high thresholds on the electron’s transverse energy to
suppress hadronic backgrounds that also deposit significant energy in the electromagnetic
calorimeter of LHCb. In addition, the loss of energy from Bremsstrahlung radiation results
in more electrons being swept out of the detector acceptance. The combination of these
effects results in the reconstruction efficiency of LHCb for b → se+e− being a factor of
five lower than for b → sµ+µ−. In contrast, B factory experiments select and reconstruct
b → sµ+µ− and b → se+e− candidates with similar efficiencies.

4. Branching Fraction Measurements

The simplest observable property of b → sℓ+ℓ− transitions that is sensitive to new
physics contributions is the probability of the transition, i.e., the branching fraction. At the
LHC, branching fractions of b → sℓ+ℓ− processes are measured relative to a normalisation
decay channel with a well-known branching fraction that has been measured at B factory
experiments. This approach has the benefit of cancelling the dependence on both the
B hadron production cross-section and the total number of proton–proton collisions (inte-
grated luminosity), which come with sizeable uncertainties. Additionally, normalisation
channels are chosen to minimise experimental systematic uncertainties related to the knowl-
edge of the reconstruction efficiency of the signal process. As such, normalisation channels
are chosen to have a similar topology to the decay of interest. For instance, the measurement
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of the B+ → K+µ+µ− branching fraction is measured relative to B+ → K+ J/ψ, where
subsequently, the J/ψ intermediate state decays to µ+µ−.

The most precise branching fraction measurements of b → sµ+µ− decays have been
performed by the LHCb collaboration and form the main focus of the discussion. These
branching fraction measurements are performed in bins of q2, which provides additional in-
formation on the characteristics of any new physics effects. Binning schemes are constructed
to exclude regions of q2 dominated by the b → cc̄(→ ℓ+ℓ−)s contributions discussed
in Section 2.

Binned differential branching fraction measurements of b → sµ+µ− decays at LHCb
include the following: B0 → K∗0µ+µ− [18], B± → K±µ+µ− [19], B0 → K0µ+µ− [19],
B± → K∗±µ+µ− [19], B0

s → ϕµ+µ− [20], and Λ0
b → Λµ+µ− [21]. The results of these

measurements are presented along with SM predictions in Figure 2. There are comple-
mentary measurements from CMS and the B factories for some of these same channels;
however, the precision achieved is not competitive [22–24]. These branching fraction mea-
surements consistently fall below the predictions across q2. The overall significance of the
measurements from SM predictions is up to 4σ, dampened by the large uncertainties in
these predictions originating from local form factors, which are correlated both between
bins and across channels. Systematic uncertainties originating from limited knowledge of
normalisation mode branching fractions can be significant in these measurements, larger
even than the statistical uncertainty. Therefore, improvements to the measurements of
these normalisation channels from the B factories will significantly enhance the precision
LHCb can achieve with future data sets.
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Figure 2. Overview of branching fraction measurements, taken from Refs. [18–21,25,26]. The SM
predictions are given by the solid boxes or bands and are taken from Refs. [6,25–31].

Predictions of inclusive B → Xsµ+µ− branching fractions, where Xs can be any hadron
containing an s quark, have smaller hadronic uncertainties than their exclusive counter-
parts [32]. However, performing inclusive measurements is experimentally challenging and
measurements to date have relied on extrapolation from exclusive measurements [33,34].
At high q2, kinematic constraints mean that only two decays dominate the inclusive decay
rate, making the “semi-inclusive” rate obtained from summing up exclusive modes more
robust. Similarly to the exclusive measurements in the high-q2 region, the semi-inclusive
decay rate is observed to lie below SM predictions at the level of 2σ, see Figure 3.
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Figure 3. A comparison of inclusive and semi-inclusive combinations of measurements with an SM
prediction in the q2 region above 15 GeV2 [35].

The LHCb collaboration has published an analysis of the full q2 spectrum of B± → K±µ+µ−

parameterising the decay rate in terms of the Wilson coefficients C9 and C10 and hadronic form
factors [36]. The model also includes all known spin-1 vector resonance contributions across
the entire q2 spectrum. The results of this analysis display a similar tension with the SM as the
binned results of Ref. [19].

Studying neutral lepton channels is only possible at the B factories. The first evidence
(3.5σ deviation from a background-only hypothesis) for B± → K±νν̄ was recently pre-
sented by the Belle II collaboration [37] indicating a 2.7σ tension with the SM, and the
branching fraction was measured to be (2.7 ± 0.7)× 10−5 relative to the SM prediction of
(5.58 ± 0.37)× 10−6 [38]. This measurement is inclusive of all lepton flavours with the only
final state particle being reconstructed being the K±.

The B0
s → µ+µ− branching fraction is a benchmark measurement in the search for

new physics. The lack of a hadron in the final state results in an additional suppression of
the SM amplitude compared to the aforementioned b → sℓ+ℓ− processes and an even more
precise branching fraction prediction. Measurements of the B0

s → µ+µ− branching fraction
by the LHCb, CMS, and ATLAS collaborations are compatible with the SM prediction [3–5],
providing stringent constraints on new physics models. A dedicated review article on
this and other similar processes can be found in Ref. [39]. Similarly, a dedicated review of
searches for charged Lepton-Flavour Violation is presented in Ref. [40]. An observation of
LFV in decays of B hadrons would be irrefutable evidence of beyond-the-SM physics.

5. Angular Analyses

5.1. q2 Binned Angular Analyses

Angular analyses measure the differential decay rate as a function of q2 as well as
the decay angles between the final state particles Ω⃗, describing the full available phase
space for a decay. For the decay of a B meson into a spin-1 hadron and two leptons, such
as B → K∗µ+µ−, the differential decay rate depends on twelve q2-dependent observables,
Si(q2), that are built out of bilinear combinations of the decay amplitudes. These ob-
servables encode the different Lorentz structures of the decay and depend on both new
physics (Wilson coefficients) and hadronic contributions (form factors). Angular analyses
of B → K∗ℓ+ℓ− transitions therefore offer more information on the underlying structure of
any new physics. An added benefit is that angular observables suffer from smaller theoreti-
cal uncertainties than branching fractions. As shown in Equation (2), each Si(q2) function is
multiplied by a unique spherical harmonic function, fi(Ω⃗), of the angles between the decay
products. These functions arise from the different angular momentum configurations of
the final state.
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1
Γ

dΓ(B → K∗ℓ+ℓ−)
dq2dΩ⃗

∝ ∑
i

Si(q2) fi(Ω⃗). (2)

Angular observables are extracted in bins of q2 by fitting the angular distributions in
each bin independently. An accurate and unbiased extraction of these observables requires
precise knowledge of detector effects. The dependence of the detector efficiency as a func-
tion of all the phase-space variables that characterise the decay is obtained using simulated
signal decays and is taken into account. Angular analyses have been performed in the
following decays: B0 → K∗0µ+µ− [41–44], B0 → K∗0e+e− [44,45], B+ → K∗+µ+µ− [46,47],
Bs → ϕµ+µ− [48], B+ → K+µ+µ− [49,50], and Λb → Λµ+µ− [21]. The most precise
extraction of the angular observables in Equation (2) is from the LHCb analysis of the
B0 → K∗0µ+µ− mode.

Figure 4 shows a subset of the measured angular observables of B0 → K∗0µ+µ−

decays alongside their SM predictions. The observables shown are S5, AFB, and P′
5, where

AFB corresponds to 3
4 S6s and represents the forward–backward asymmetry of the dimuon

system. The observable P′
5 is a parameterised version of S5. The P′

5 observable has been
constructed such that it exhibits a reduced dependency on hadronic contributions. The
values of angular observables of B0 → K∗0µ+µ− measured at LHCb exhibit a ∼ 3σ tension
with SM predictions, and a similar tension exists in the angular analysis of B+ → K∗+µ+µ−.
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Figure 2: Results for the CP -averaged angular observables FL, AFB, S5 and P ′5 in bins of q2.
The data are compared to SM predictions based on the prescription of Refs. [43,44], with the
exception of the P ′5 distribution, which is compared to SM predictions based on Refs. [70, 71].

q2 [72, 73] to yield more precise determinations of the form factors over the full q2 range.

For the P
(′)
i observables, predictions from Ref. [70] are shown using form factors from

Ref. [71]. These predictions are restricted to the region q2 < 8.0 GeV2/c4. The results
from Run 1 and the 2016 data are in excellent agreement. A stand-alone fit to the Run 1
data reproduces exactly the central values of the observables obtained in Ref. [1].

Considering the observables individually, the results are largely in agreement with the
SM predictions. The local discrepancy in the P ′5 observable in the 4.0 < q2 < 6.0 GeV2/c4

and 6.0 < q2 < 8.0 GeV2/c4 bins reduces from the 2.8 and 3.0σ observed in Ref. [1] to 2.5
and 2.9σ. However, as discussed below, the overall tension with the SM is observed to
increase mildly.

Using the Flavio software package [42], a fit of the angular observables is performed
varying the parameter Re(C9). The default Flavio SM nuisance parameters are used,
including form-factor parameters and subleading corrections to account for long-distance
QCD interference effects with the charmonium decay modes [43, 44]. The same q2 bins as
in Ref. [1] are included. The 3.0σ discrepancy with respect to the SM value of Re(C9)
obtained with the Ref. [1] data set changes to 3.3σ with the data set used here. The
best fit to the angular distribution is obtained with a shift in the SM value of Re(C9) by
−0.99+0.25

−0.21. The tension observed in any such fit will depend on the effective coupling(s)
varied, the handling of the SM nuisance parameters and the q2 bins that are included in
the fit. For example, the 6.0 < q2 < 8.0 GeV2/c4 bin is known to be associated with larger
theoretical uncertainties [47]. Neglecting this bin, a Flavio fit gives a tension of 2.4σ

7

Figure 4. Measurements of the observables S5, S6s ≡ 4
3 AFB, and P′

5 in B → K∗0µ+µ− decays. The
upper row shows results from Ref. [41] only. The lower row shows results from Refs. [41–44,46]. The
solid boxes denote the SM predictions from Refs. [6,27] (upper row) and Refs [13,51] (lower row).

5.2. q2 Unbinned Angular Analyses

The tensions between measurements and SM predictions in both angular and branch-
ing fraction measurements of b → sµ+µ− decays observed by the LHCb collaboration
could either be due to beyond-the-SM physics or unaccounted hadronic contributions. In
particular, computations of b → cc̄s → µ+µ−s have been recently brought into question
as they can mimic new physics contributions in the observables P′

5 and AFB, as well as
the branching fraction measurements discussed in Section 4. To that end, recent theo-
retical developments have enabled data-driven measurements of both new physics and
hadronic effects directly from the data [52,53]. By analysing the angular and q2 distribution
continuously (rather than in bins) in q2, using a model of the hadronic contributions in a
limited region of q2, the LHCb collaboration performed a direct measurement of the new
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physics contributions to the Wilson coefficients and of the b → cc̄s → µ+µ−s hadronic
amplitudes [54]. A similar preliminary analysis was also performed using a different model
of the b → cc̄s → µ+µ−s hadronic amplitudes across the entire q2 range [55]. As shown
in Figure 5, both methods give compatible results for both the hadronic contributions and
the Wilson coefficients which exhibit a deviation in the dimuon Wilson coefficient C9 at the
level of 2σ.
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Figure 1: Two-dimensional profile-likelihood contours of the (left) CBSM
9 –CBSM

10 and (right)
C′BSM
9 –C′BSM

10 pairs of Wilson coefficients at 68% confidence level with (blue) and without (red)
SM constraints at q2 < 0. The fit is also repeated considering local FFs to be fixed to their SM
predictions (grey) [16,25,31].

The results of the fit to the data are shown in Fig. 1 (blue contours) as two-dimensional

profile-likelihood projections for C(′) BSM
9 and C(′) BSM

10 , where the superscript BSM indicates
a difference with respect to the SM predictions. When allowing for non-local hadronic
effects, the fit results still yield a C9 value that is somewhat different from the SM
prediction, however, the global significance of the differences in the Wilson coefficients
is equivalent to 1.4 standard deviations (σ), considering both statistical and systematic
uncertainties. In order to evaluate the compatibility of each Wilson coefficient with the
SM, one-dimensional profile likelihood scans are performed on the individual coefficients.
The largest deviation is associated to a shift in C9 of −0.7 with a significance of 1.8σ.
These results show a good qualitative agreement with global analyses of b → sµ+µ−

transitions [16–19]. In comparison with the existing literature, the present analysis relies
on the unbinned use of the experimental data, a z-expansion for the treatment of non-local
contribution (as in Ref. [16]) and only focus on B0 → K∗0µ+µ− data, while global analyses
typically include data on other b→ sµ+µ− processes.

The impact of long-distance contributions on the determination of the genuine short-
distance effects can be better investigated by repeating the amplitude fit using alternative
theory assumptions, as overlaid in Fig. 1. As a first test, the theory constraints at
negative q2 are removed from the fit. In this case, a second-order polynomial is sufficient
to accommodate the non-local FF contributions and a point within the charmonium
resonance region is used as a reference for the expansion. A similar compatibility to
the SM is observed but with a larger statistical uncertainty (red contours). Another
interesting behaviour is observed in the role of the local FFs in the determination of the
non-local effects. Since the largest uncertainty on the theory prediction of Hλ at negative
q2 is due to the local FF uncertainties [16,36], there is intrinsically a strong correlation
in the fit between the local and non-local parameters. As a result, removing the theory
constraints at q2 < 0 has an effect on the determination of the local FFs from the fit and,
in turn, on all the Wilson coefficients. An overall shift in all the coefficients is observed

5

Tom HadavizadehMoriond QCD Figure 7: Two-dimensional likelihood profiles for selected combinations of the Wilson Coe�-

cients C(0)
9,10. The shaded regions indicate the 1� and 3� contours considering only statistical

uncertainties, while the dotted contours indicate the same regions with systematic uncertainties
included. The horizontal and vertical dotted lines show the Standard Model values.

presence of right-handed currents.729

This is the first direct measurement of C9⌧ , and the value of C9⌧ = �116 ± 264 ±730

98 is consistent with both zero and the SM expectation of lepton flavour universality,731

CSM
9⌧ = 4.27 [14]. The uncertainty on C9⌧ is dominated by statistical e↵ects. The largest732
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contribution in C10⌧ ) or |C9⌧ | < 595 (assuming C10⌧ = �C9⌧ ). The 90% upper C.L. on |C9⌧ |740

from this work is |C9⌧ | < 501 (|C9⌧ | < 596 at 95% C.L.). To convert the upper limits on741

B(B0 ! K⇤0⌧+⌧�) in Ref. [64] to upper limits on |C9⌧ | the flavio package [65] was used,742

with local B0! K⇤0 form factors from Ref. [29] and subleading e↵ects parameterised as743

in Ref. [15].744

A number of cross-checks are performed to validate the results of this analysis. The745
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Table 4: Results for the Wilson coe�cients. The first uncertainty is statistical, while the second
is systematic.

Wilson coe�cient results
C9 3.56 ± 0.28 ± 0.18
C10 �4.02 ± 0.18 ± 0.16
C 0

9 0.28 ± 0.41 ± 0.12
C 0

10 �0.09 ± 0.21 ± 0.06
C⌧9 �116 ± 264 ± 98

asses this bias, pseudoexperiments are generated with the di↵erence between the open-676

charm components set to 1.5. These pseudoexperiments are then fitted twice, once677

with the baseline constraint-width, and once with an unbiased constraint-width of 1.5.678

The di↵erence in the fit results is assigned as a systematic, and besides the open-charm679

parameters, the main a↵ected parameters are C9 and C9⌧ , with systematic uncertainties680

of 24% and 29% of the statistical uncertainty respectively.681

5.5 Sub-dominant e↵ects682

The experimental resolution in the angles cos ✓`, cos ✓K , and � is not explicitly accounted683

for in the signal model. Unlike the q2 spectrum, however, the angular distributions contain684

no sharp peaks and are thus not greatly a↵ected by the detector resolution. Ensembles of685

pseudoexperiments emulating the e↵ects of the angular resolution were used to confirm686

that this has no significant e↵ects on the signal parameters of interest.687

The q2 resolution is accounted for in the baseline model as described in Sec. 3.3. The688

parameters of the resolution model are assumed to remain constant within each q2 region689

— an approximation that holds to varying degrees as a function of q2. Pseudoexperiments690

investigating the e↵ects of mismodelling the q2 resolution were performed and no significant691

e↵ects were observed to result from this assumption.692

After the full selection has been applied, the fraction of events that contain more693

than one candidate is approximately 0.18%. These events are unlikely to correspond694

to multiple true candidates and are not distributed evenly throughout the phase space.695

However, the distribution of events with multiple candidates is found to be well modelled696

in simulation, hence all candidates are retained in the subsequent analysis and a small697

systematic uncertainty related to their inclusion is determined from simulation.698

6 Results699

The full q2 spectrum resulting from the simultaneous fit is shown overlaid on the data in700

Fig. 5. The total PDF is decomposed into signal and background components, and the701

signal component is further decomposed into the contributions from local amplitudes, one-702

and two-particle nonlocal amplitudes, and the interference between them. The same results703

are shown with alternative signal decompositions in Figs. 18 and 19 in Appendix C.1.704

The optimal values of the Wilson Coe�cients C(0)
9,10 and C9⌧ are listed in Table 4. The705

corresponding one-dimensional likelihood profiles are shown in Fig. 6, wherein the 1�,706

2�, and 3� confidence intervals are indicated considering both statistical and systematic707
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Figure 5. Results of q2 unbinned angular analyses of B0 → K∗0µ+µ− decays in terms of the dimuon
vector (C9) and axial-vector (C10) Wilson coefficients using two different data-driven models of
b → cc̄s → µ+µ−s contributions [54,55].

6. Tests of Lepton Flavour Universality

In the SM, couplings of gauge bosons to lepton are independent of lepton flavour. This
is an accidental symmetry in the SM and will not necessarily hold in the presence of new
physics. The lepton universal nature of the SM implies that b → sℓℓ transitions should have
the same decay rate into all three different lepton species, up to phase-space effects due to
the differences in lepton masses. The Lepton Flavour Universality (LFU) ratios, RHs , are
observables constructed to test LFU in data. Within the context of b → sℓ+ℓ− transitions,
so far, the most precise tests of LFU have involved first- and second-generation leptons, i.e.,
between electrons and muons. Therefore, the prominent LFU ratios in b → sℓℓ transitions
are defined as

RHs =

∫ q2
max

q2
min

dB(Hb→Hsµ+µ−)
dq2 dq2∫ q2

max
q2

min

dB(Hb→Hse+e−)
dq2 dq2

, (3)

where Hs is a hadron containing an s quark and Hb a b quark. The LFU ratios are mea-
sured in bins of q2 excluding the regions dominated by the charmonium resonant decays
J/ψ → ℓ+ℓ− and ψ(2S) → ℓ+ℓ−, which are known to obey LFU. From a theoretical point
of view, these LFU ratios allow for the cancellation of the large lepton flavour universal
hadronic uncertainties associated with branching fraction measurements. From an exper-
imental point of view, the LFU ratios can be measured as a ratio of ratios, where each
lepton-flavour specific branching fraction is measured relative to a normalisation mode that
is known to be lepton flavour-universal, such as B+ → J/ψK+. Such an approach allows
for the cancellation of experimental systematic uncertainties related to the understanding
of electron- and muon-specific reconstruction and detector efficiencies. This is the tech-
nique employed by the LHCb collaboration. For example, the LFU ratio RK is measured
as follows:

RK =
NKµµ

NKee
·

NKJ/ψ(→ee)

NKJ/ψ(→µµ)
· ϵKee

ϵKµµ
·

ϵKJ/ψ(→µµ)

ϵKJ/ψ(→ee)
, (4)

where the N terms are the various numbers of reconstructed signal events, and the ϵ terms
are the various detection efficiencies.
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The LHCb experiment has performed the most precise tests of LFU in b → sℓ+ℓ−

transitions, with the most sensitive individual measurement being that of RK. Until 2022,
RK and RK∗ were measured to be below the SM, a trend that was observed consistently
across LFU measurements at LHCb. In 2021, the LHCb collaboration reported evidence of
LFU violation in B+ → K+ℓ+ℓ− decays, which was, however, short-lived. A reanalysis of
RK and an update with four times more data of RK∗ by the LHCb collaboration resulted
in measurements compatible with SM predictions [56]. The change in the central values
of the measurement was primarily due to a reduction in, and a better understanding of,
backgrounds involving the misidentification of hadrons as leptons. Whereas background
from B+ → K+π−π− decays was previously considered, contributions from inclusive
B → h+h−eX decays, where X can be any particle, along with other more complex misiden-
tification patterns of hadronic decays, were not.

The most precise measurements of LFU observables in b → sℓ+ℓ− transitions are
summarised in Figure 6.

R low q2

K R central q2

K R low q2

K∗ R central q2

K∗
RK0

S
RK∗+ RpK

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0

1.1

1.2

R
H

Figure 6. Presented in black are the most up-to-date LFU results from LHCb [56–58], with the SM
prediction for each observable in red. Legacy LHCb results of Refs. [59,60] are presented in grey for
easy comparison. Results from Belle, BaBar, and CMS are excluded for clarity; these can be found
within Refs. [24,61–63].

7. Discussion

Different b → sℓ+ℓ− observables offer complementary sensitivity to the underlying
Wilson coefficients characterising any new physics effects as shown in Table 1. Thus, whilst
tensions exist with the SM in measurements on individual observables, a global significance
is necessary to assess the coherence of these measurements and to assess a combined level
of compatibility with the SM. Multiple theory groups perform these global fit studies, using
different formulations of the hadronic contributions in b → sℓ+ℓ− decays [10,26,64,65], and
all fits are in good agreement. An example of such a global fit from Ref. [10] is shown in
Figure 7. In this example, the fit was performed to the vector- and axial-vector dimuon
Wilson coefficients C9 and C10 using the experimental measurements discussed in this
review as inputs. The result pointed to a significant new-physics contribution to the C9
dimuon Wilson coefficient with a 4σ significance in this two-parameter fit [10]. When
considering all relevant Wilson coefficients in the fit [66], the global significance to the SM
was found to be 3.4σ [10]. There are well-motivated and highly predictive extensions to the
SM that can explain the observed tensions in the data.
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Figure 7. Example global fit for the muon-specific Wilson coefficients C9µ and C10µ (here presented
as CNP

iµ = Ciµ − CSM
iµ ), multiple limits are presented including various combinations of different

observables, from Ref. [10].

Table 1. Sensitivity to different Wilson coefficients from observables measured in different types of
b → sℓ+ℓ− decays. The column labelled B → Vℓ+ℓ− denotes decays with a spin-1 vector hadron in
the final state; the column B → Pℓ+ℓ− denotes decays with a spin-0 pseudoscalar hadron in the final
state; and the column B → ℓ+ℓ− denotes fully leptonic b → sℓ+ℓ− transitions. The number of ticks is
proportional to the sensitivity of a given decay to a particular Wilson coefficient.

B → Vℓ+ℓ− B → Pℓ+ℓ− B → ℓ+ℓ−

C(′)7
✔✔ ✔ X

C(′)9
✔✔ ✔✔ X

C(′)10
✔✔ ✔✔ ✔✔

C(′)S
✔ ✔ ✔✔

C(′)P
✔ ✔ ✔✔

Alternative explanations for the anomalies in b → sℓ+ℓ− transitions are related to
potentially underestimated hadronic contributions in the SM predictions of these decays. In
particular, contributions from charm-hadron rescattering of the form B → DsD∗ → Kµ+µ−,
where the Ds is a bound state of a charm and anti-strange quark and the D∗ is an excited
state of a charm hadron, have been suggested as the potential culprit of the tension in
C9 [67]. Although this claim remains unsubstantiated, there is now a concerted theoretical
and experimental effort to try to understand the level at which underestimated hadronic
effects could account for the anomaly.

8. Future Directions and Conclusions

Additional data from LHCb and Belle II experiments have started to arrive at an
ever-increasing rate, culminating with the high-luminosity phase of the LHC planned to
begin at the end of this decade. The role of these larger datasets in resolving the b → sℓ+ℓ−

anomalies can be divided into two parts. The first part involves a set of measurements
that could provide the incontrovertible evidence required to claim the existence of a new
fundamental particle or interaction behind the anomalies.

• The new physics models put forward for explaining the b → sℓ+ℓ− anomalies predict
a two-order of magnitude enhancement of the b → sτ+τ− decay rate relative to the
SM [68]. This prediction originates from connecting the b → sℓ+ℓ− anomalies with
LFU tests in B → D(∗)τντ and B → D(∗)µνµ decays that exhibit a 3σ tension with
SM predictions [69–77]. Searches for b → sτ+τ− processes are challenging at LHCb
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due to the presence of neutrinos stemming from the subsequent τ decays even for
much-enhanced signal decay rates. The Belle II experiment is ideally suited for such
measurements owing to the knowledge of the e+e− collision energy and the hermetic
detector design that allows for the detection of the presence of neutrinos through
missing energy in the collision.

• Larger datasets will also enable precise measurements of new physics effects that
give rise to CP violation in b → sℓ+ℓ− transitions. By analysing B0 → K∗0µ+µ− and
B̄0 → K̄∗0µ+µ− decays separately, searches for complex-valued Wilson coefficients,
and therefore sources of CP violation beyond the SM, can be pursued. The presence
of a significant CP violation in b → sℓ+ℓ− transitions would be a clear indication of
new physics.

The second part involves measurements that provide additional information in order
to enable the separation of hadronic from new-physics effects in b → sµ+µ− decays.

• Angular analyses of B0 → K∗0µ+µ− and similar decays in ever-narrowing bins of
q2 can provide significant insight into the potential effect of hadronic contributions.
New-physics effects in C9 should be consistent across different q2 bins, in contrast to
potential unaccounted hadronic effects. Similarly , new-physics effects in C9 should be
consistent across different K∗0 helicity amplitudes, in contrast to b → cc̄s → µ+µ−s
amplitudes [78]. Measurements in small q2 bins with high precision from the current
and future runs of the LHC therefore have the potential to decouple new physics from
unaccounted hadronic effects.

• Decays mediated via b → dℓ+ℓ− transitions have an extra suppression (CKM sup-
pression) in the SM with respect to their b → sℓ+ℓ− counterpart. This additional
suppression makes b → dℓ+ℓ− transitions even more sensitive probes of new physics
and stand to benefit the most from the large datasets collected over the following
decades. If the deviations in b → sℓ+ℓ− transitions are due to new physics with
different quark couplings compared to the SM (i.e., not minimally flavour-violating),
then large effects may be present in b → dℓ+ℓ− transition. So far, only two b → dℓ+ℓ−

modes have been observed [79,80]. Additional data will allow for a broad physics
program of b → dℓ+ℓ− measurements, including angular analyses, LFU tests, and
CP violation measurements. Testing the different amounts of CP violation between
b → dℓ+ℓ− and b → sℓ+ℓ− decays can provide useful input on potential unaccounted
b → cc̄s → µ+µ−s contributions owing to an approximate SM symmetry between
b → cc̄s and b → cc̄d amplitudes.

In conclusion, the study of b → sℓ+ℓ− decays remains a fruitful playground for explor-
ing phenomena beyond the SM. Over the past decade, the increased experimental precision
in a wide set of measurements, coupled with breakthroughs in hadronic computations from
the theory community, has resulted in a coherent tension with SM predictions. The expected
data from upcoming runs of the LHC, coupled with the unique capabilities of the Belle
II experiment, will provide the information required to discern whether the b → sℓ+ℓ−

anomalies are due to unaccounted-for hadronic effects or the presence of new physics.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

SM Standard Model
FCNC Flavour-Changing Neutral Current
LHC Large Hadron Collider
CKM Cabbibo–Kobayashi–Maskawa
QCD Quantum Chromodynamics
LFU Lepton Flavour Universality
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